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Preface 

More than 15 lac people are diagnosed with cancer in India every year. Out of these, appx 
42% viz. 6.3 lac fall in the working age group of 25 to 55 years. Again, 75% of patients in B and 
C grade cities migrate for treatment. Such large scale migration severely deters the earning 
potential of these families since normally patients are accompanied by male earning 
members. At an estimate, earning capabilities of over 8.5 lac families are impacted in india 
alone every year and the direct cost to GDP is a whopping Rs 400 Bn (Rs 40,000 crore) p.a. 

Project “Survive” was conceived by Win Over Cancer in the year 2015 as a possible solution 
to this phenomenon. We decided to create alternate earning capabilities in such families. This 
was envisaged by putting a member of such families under a compatible skill training program 
and then helping them to be self-employed or get a job. A mobile application mapping over 
67,000 skill development centers across India was launched earlier last year to facilitate 
searching of centers near beneficiary’s house. Corporate like Tally Solutions came forward to 
partner in this program and fund the cost of scholarships and operational costs. 

This year, 45 candidates have been enrolled under the “Win Over Cancer – Tally-Together”  
program and applications of 4 candidates are under evaluation.  

With our mutual efforts 16 youngsters have been successfully placed in jobs after 
completing their training. 29 candidates are undergoing training. All these have been 
benefited from scholarships after a detailed due diligence of their medical and socio-
economic background.   
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Impact Stories from WOC  - Tally-Together program 

 

 

IMPACT STORY - ASHOK 

 
                “All I can control is myself and just keep having a positive attitude.”  
 

Background: Living in the Meghpur village of Gujarat, Ashok is a 23 year old college going 

student whose life revolved around his family. His world came crashing down upon him when 

one day, his father, a farmer by profession, was diagnosed with cancer. What followed was 

an expensive and emotionally draining treatment, 260 kms away from his home, in 

Ahmedabad. The demise of his father exhausted him emotionally and mentally. With no 

earning member in the family, Ashok took responsibility and recognised himself under our 

Project Survive initiative.  

Training status: Completed GDS-Nursing at our partner skill training centre that is 35 kms 

away from his home.  

Impact created: Now he is a qualified nursing assistant and earning 12000/- per month  at 

Shyam Hospital at Morbi.  Ashok is able to step into his father’s shoes and look after the 

family. 
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IMPACT STORY – IMRAN 

“Never stop. Never stop fighting. Never stop dreaming.” - Tom Hiddleston  

Background: Living in the Junagadh district of Gujarat, Imran is an 18 year old who was 

pursuing his higher secondary degree when his father was diagnosed with cancer. His father 

had to leave his job due to the disease and his elder brother became the sole earning member 

of the family. The family was barely able to meet two ends. Imran too, left his studies and 

started looking for job. After a long treatment, his father eventually gave up and succumbed 

to the disease leaving the family very weak, emotionally and financially.  

Training status: Under our “Project Survive” initiative, Imran was given scholarship benefits 

and he started his training in electrical at our partnered training centre.  

Impact created: Now he is qualified electrical assistant and earning 10000/- per month at 

Tata Motor Sananad. Now Imran looks after his family to the best of his ability and we wish 

him all the success in life. 
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IMPACT STORY – JIGNESH PARMAR 

                      “Fighting spirit is a continuous phenomenon with one’s own wellbeing.” 

Background :- Living in the Somnath district of Gujarat, Jignesh, after having completed his 

senior secondary wanted to pursue graduation. But life had different plans for him. 

Immediately after his school results were declared, his father was diagnosed with mouth 

cancer. Being the sole earning member of the family, his father couldn’t manage the expenses 

of his treatment and day-to-day needs of the family, so he based a major portion of his 

treatment by taking home-made medication and remedies and ultimately perisahed. 

Training Status:-  Jignesh was recognised by us as a beneficiary under the program and was 

immediately provided scholarship benefits under our “Project Survive” initiative for training 

as a General Duty Assistant at our partnered training centre.  

Impact created :- Now he is a qualified nursing assistant and  earning 10000/- monthly at 

Sawstik Hospital Surendranaga. Jignesh is able  to support his family financially and 

emotionally. He has became the pillar of strength for his family. 
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    (Kajal)                             (Priti) 
 

IMPACT STORY - KAJAL VADHER, PRITI VADHER 

             “Our ability to handle life's challenges is a measure of our strength of character.”  
 

Background:- Kajal, a 22 year old, was working at a school when her father was diagnosed 
with cancer. With limited resources in hand, she and her younger sister Priti, an 18 year old 
student, started juggling between home and work, putting whatever limited earning they had, 
in their father’s treatment. Ultimately, Kajal had to leave the job and the family stood 
devastated, exhausted of all their savings and no earnings.  
 
Training Status :- This is when the two siblings joined the GDS-Nursing training at our 
partnered training centre with scholarship support under our “Project Survive”, courageously 
travelling 32 km’s daily from their home to complete their training. 
 
Impact created :- Now both of them are qualified nursing assistant and  earning 12000/- 
monthly income in Vedant hospital in Gujarat, It is their strength, hard work and dedication 
that will eventually enable them to lead a successful life.  
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IMPACT STORY – RASHMITA 

“There's no magic more powerful than the human spirit.” ― Vic James 

Background:- Rashmita had just completed her senior secondary when her father, the sole 

earning member of the family was diagnosed with Oesophagus Cancer. His treatment marked 

a significant cash outflow in the family. With no earning whatsoever, she was unable to pursue 

her higher studies. With her father passing away after surgery, Rashmita, at a young age of 

20 years had to carry the burden of her family.  

Training Status :- We recognised her under our “Project Survive” initiative and gave her 

scholarship benefits to enrol at out partnered training centre , 40 kms away from her home. 

She get enrolled under PCB assembly Operator course. 

Impact Created:- Now she is  trained in PCB Assembly Operator and earning 12000/-  monthly 

income  at   Anafold company in  Rajkot, Gujrat.  Now she became strength of her family and 

making them economically strong.   We salute her inner strength and her undying human 

spirit 
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IMAPCT STORY – SOLANKI 

“Your spirit is strong enough to survive any situation” 

Background :- 19 year old Solanki was in higher secondary when she learnt that her mother 

has breast cancer. Her father, the sole earner of the family juggled between home and work, 

barely managing the expenses of the treatment. Her mother passed away after various 

chemotherapy sessions and surgery, leaving Solanki and her father emotionally and mentally 

drained. The expenses of the treatment caused her to leave her studies and look for jobs. 

Training Status :- This is when Solanki  joined the GDS-Nursing training at our partnered 
training centre and with scholarship support under our “Project Survive”, courageously 
travelled 55  kms away from their home for the training.   
 
Impact Created :- Now she is a  qualified  hospital assistant and  earning 10000/- monthly 

income. At such a young age, Solanki  became the solo bread earner for her family  and is still 

standing tall and fighting every day.        
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Impact Story- Jit Kumar  

“Judge your success by what you had to give up in order to get it.” 

Background :- 19 year old Jit was in higher secondary when he learnt that his father  has  

cancer. His  father, the sole earner of the family juggled between home and his illness barely 

managing the expenses of the treatment. The expenses of his father’s treatment caused 

Jignesh  to leave his  studies and look for odd jobs.  

Training Status :- We recognised Jit under our “Project Survive” initiative and got him trained  

in nursing assistant course  at our partnered training centre 

Impact created :-  Now Jit is a qualified  nursing assistant and earning 10000/- per month 

with the lodging benefits from the company side. Now Jit looks after his family to the best 

of his ability and we wish him all the success in life. 
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                                                                    Impact Story -Vishal Chuhan 

 

                      “Be thankful for everything that happens in your life; it’s all an experience.” 

Background:- Coming from a poor economical background, Vishal, at the age of 20, was 
struggling to find out a hope in life for survival. His grandfather had cancer and his father, the 
solo earner of the family, had been struggling to manage home and treatment expenses, all 
alone. His father was a road side hawker barely able to manage family expenses. Family’s 
financial stress forced Vishal to leave his studies and look for jobs. 
 
Training Status :-  We recognised him under our “Project Survive” initiative and provided him 
scholarship benefits at our partnered training centre, 70 km’s away from his home where he 
got trained under electrical welder course. 
 
Impact Created :- Now he is qualified electrical welder and earning 12000/- monthly income  
at Indo Auto Test Unit Seva , in Datlana, with the lodging benefits from the company side. 
Vishal’s  strength, hard work and dedication that is  eventually enable him  to lead a successful 
life.  
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Impact Story -Durvisha Babubhai 

Background :- Durvisha had   just completed her higher  secondary when her father, the sole 

earning member of the family was diagnosed with Cancer. His treatment marked a significant 

cash outflow in the family. With no earning whatsoever, her mother started working as daily 

wages labour. Durvisha was unable to pursue her higher studies due to this. With her father 

passing away after surgery, Durvisha, being the elder daughter of the family  at a young age 

of 19 years decided to carry the burden of her family.  

Training Status:-We recognised her under our “Project Survive” initiative and gave her 

scholarship benefits to enrol at out partnered training centre. She has been trained in 

Business Outsource Operator course.  

Impact created :- Durvisha she is qualified business outsourse operator and earning 10000/- 

monthly income at presently  works at Yash Raj Solution Pvt Ltd, Gujrat. Now she is be able 

to help her family  in managing the household expenses and improve standard of living. We 

salute her inner strength and her undying human spirit.  
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Impact Story – Dayaben Chapad 

         “The will to succeed is important, but what's more important is the will to prepare.” 

Background  :- Living in the Somnath district of Gujarat, Dayben Chapad  is an 21 year old 

who was pursuing his higher secondary degree when her sister was diagnosed with blood  

cancer. Her father had to leave his job to take care of treatment of the ailing daughter. 

Financially drained, Dayaben  too, left her  studies and started looking for jobs.  

Training Status :- Under our “Project Survive” initiative, Dayaben was given scholarship 

benefits. She  has competed her  training in Gernal Duty Assistant in  nursing  at our 

partnered training centre.  

Impact Created:- Now she is qualified GDA and earning 7000/- monthly income  at Trishna 

Hospital , with the accommodation facility . Now Dayaben looks after her  family to the best 

of her ability and we wish her  all the success in life. 
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                                                             Impact Story - Sanjay Bhavish 

 

                               “Kites rise highest against the wind, not with it.” 

Background:- Living in the kodinar village of Gujarat, Sanjay  is a 18  year old  whose life 

revolved around his family. His world came crashing down, when one day, his mother, the 

sole earning member of the family, was diagnosed with cancer. The demise of his mother 

exhausted him emotionally and mentally. With no earning member in the family, Sanjay  took 

responsibility and started looking for a job.  

Training Status :- We recognised himself under our Project Survive initiative. With scholarship 

support under “Project Survive” he has been trained as Electrical assistant operator at our 

partner skill training centre that is 15  kms away from his home.  

Impact Created :- Now he is a qualified electrical assistant operator and earning 11000/- 

month income at   Kishna  Electrical Engineering Pvt. Ltd, Gujrat. Now Sanjay is able to step 

into his father’s shoes and look after the family. Sanjay  with his positive outlook towards life, 

truly is an inspiration. 
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Impact Story Parsottam-  

                     “Willpower is nothing but willingness to do.” - B.K.S. Iyengar 

Background:- Parsottam, an 18 year old boy, lost his mother to cancer at a very young age. 

He recalls coming home from school and watching how the disease sucked life out of his 

mother day by day. His father, a daily wage labourer struggled between home and work, 

barely managing the expenses of the treatment and household. As soon as he finished senior 

secondary, he started looking for odd jobs.  

Training Status :-Parsottam get  enrolled himself under the GDS-Nursing training at our 

partnered training centre . With scholarship support from “Project Survive”, Parsottam 

completed his  the course successfully . 

Impact Created:-  Parsottam is a  qualified nursing assistant and earning 12000/- monthly 

income  Vedant hospital in Gujrat, with the accommodation facilities provided by company. 

Now  he is be able to help his father in managing the household expenses and improve his 

standard of living. The inbuilt desire of Parsottam to assist his father is extremely 

commendable. 
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Impact Story - Hitesh 

Background:- Coming from a very poor background, Hitesh was struggling to find out to meet 

two ends in his life . At the age of 25 , Hitesh got to know that his mother was diagnosed with 

cancer. His father, a labourer, struggled between home and work, barely managing the 

expenses of the treatment. The expenses of the treatment caused him to leave his studies 

and look for odd jobs.  

Training Status :- This is when we recognised him under our “Project Survive” initiative and 

provided him  scholarship benefits at our partnered training centre, 10 km’s away from his  

home. He has successfully completed his training as electrical welder assistant in WCP- 

Electrical Course .  

Impact created :-  Now he is qualified electrical welder assistant and earning 10000/- monthly 

income Riddhi Electronics Pvt. Ltd, Gujarat. At such a young age, Hitesh  has seen the worst 

life has to offer, and is still standing tall and fighting every day.        
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Impact Story - Maroti Hazira 

Background :- Maroti Hazira, is a 21 year old cancer survivor from rural Maharashtra. His 

village is 55 km from the nearest town. This brave Maratha’s two year fight with cancer took 

a toll on his hearing abilities. Cancer consumed their only source of earning, their ancestral 

land. The family  was struggling to meet ends and had no means for the boy to continue his 

studies. But true to the Great Maratha spirit, this boy decided to take the situation heads on. 

His limited understanding of Hindi and English did not deter his confidence. 

 Training Status :-  we recognised him under our “Project Survive” initiative and provided him  

scholarship benefits. He has successfully completed basic computer, Tally and computer 

operations course.  

Impact created:- Now Maroti is a qualified computer operator. Some medical complications 

forced him to defer the job offer he had. However, he looks forward to start working once 

he is regains fitness in a few days time. Maroti values every day and cherishes every 

moment of his  life with his  loved ones. He firmly emphasises that cancer is curable; all one 

has to do is – to keep going! 
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Impact Story: Vipul 

Background:-Studying in the 12th standard Vipul’s world came crashing upon him when his 

father was diagnosed with cancer. With medical expenses piling up, he had to leave his studies 

and help out his brother manage the expenses of his father’s treatment. 

Training Status  :- This is when we recognised him under our “Project Survive” initiative and 

provided him  scholarship benefits at our partnered training centre.  He has successfully 

completed his training as electrical welder assistant. 

Impact Created:- Now Vipul is  a qualified electrical assistant and earning 9000/- monthly 

income at  Solaris Camitec industry Limited, with  accommodation benefits. His devotion, 

dedication and hard work enabled him to rise up and provide for his family in such times of 

turbulence. Vipul simultaneously completed his schooling and now, aims to become an 

electronic engineer.  
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List of the “Survive” Candidates under training   

 

S. No Name of Candidate  Course Name End Date 

1 Ashish  Wireman Control Panel 30-Jan-20 

2 Hardik Gadhe  WCP 30-Mar-20 

3 Jevin  WCP 31-Dec-19 

4 Dharmesh  Vaza WCP 28-Feb-20 

5 Gopal Gohil CNC Machine Operator 31-Mar-20 

6 Jalai Kulsum  GDA 6-May-20 

7 Kalpesh  Printed Circuit Boy 28-Feb-20 

8 Krupa Vadher GDA 28-Feb-20 

9 Manojbhai Makwana Nursing 28-Feb-20 

10 Pratap Chavada GDA 28-Feb-20 

11 Priyanka Goswami CNC 28-Feb-20 

12 Rajesh Bhajgotar GDA 28-Feb-20 

13 Rita rathod Nursing 6-May-20 

14 Solanki Anipa Nursing 28-Feb-20 

15 Dipika Sharma Basic Computer tally 18-Mar-20 

1`6 Khalid  Basic Computer 18-Jan-20 

17 Pradip Kumar Sahu PGDCA 7-May-20 

18 Jagdish Basic Computer 15-Apr-20 

19 Taruna Basic Computer 31-Mar-20 

20 Durga Prasad DCA 21-Jun-20 

21 Vaishnavi Gond DCA 21-Jun-20 

22 Priyanka Kumari Basic Computer 30-Jan-20 

23 Subham Bhardwaj DCA 31-May-20 

24 Kaushlya Saini Basic Computer 25-Mar-20 

25 Sangita Kumari Advance Computer 30-Jun-20 

26 Neeraj Yadav Advance Computer 30-Apr-20 

27 Usman Basic Computer+ Tally 30-Jun-20 

28 Ritu Raj IT Guidance 30-Jun-20 

29 Himalya Computer Management 15-May-20 
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Summary 

A support of Rs 6 lac by Tally for this program has provided 49 cancer impacted families to 

achieve long term financial sustainability. 

Key highlights of the impact created by this program: 

i) All candidates are from rural background and hail from poor or lower middle-class 

families 

ii) Cancer made them a fighter! Many of these decided to travel upto 52 kms one way to be 

trained and become self-sustainable 

iii) Most of the candidates were forced to quit their studies mid-way and were looking for 

odd jobs to meet both ends. Without the mentoring and training under the program, they 

would have probably ended as unskilled labour. Now they have a career! 

iv) All these candidates placed so far are earning more than their overall family income from 

first month onwards 

v) Monthly earning of most of the candidates is more that the scholarship awarded to them. 

On an annualized basis, Social Return on Investment (SROI)” from this program is a 

whopping 12 times!     

We look forward for more like minded citizens to come forward and support the cause. Let 

us save lives, let us contribute in building a new India! 

Visit us at www.winovercancer.net 

Reach us at www.winovercancer.net 

Regards 

Arun Gupta 

Founder – Win Over Cancer  

http://www.winovercancer.net/
http://www.winovercancer.net/

